We use the recently proposed duality approach to study the performance of static, myopic and generalized buy-and-hold (GBH) trading strategies. Our interest in static and GBH strategies is motivated by the fact that these strategies are intuitive and straightforward to implement in practice. The myopic strategy, while more difficult to implement, is often close to optimal and so we use it to obtain tight bounds on the performance of the true optimal dynamic trading strategy. We find that while this optimal dynamic strategy often significantly outperforms the GBH strategy, this is not true in general when no-borrowing or no-short sales constraints are imposed on the investor. This has implications for investors when a dynamic trading strategy is too costly or difficult to implement in practice. For the class of security price dynamics under consideration, we also show that the optimal GBH strategy is always superior to the optimal static strategy. We also demonstrate that the dual approach is even more tractable than originally considered. In particular, we show it is often possible to solve for the theoretically satisfying upper bounds on the optimal value function that were suggested when the dual approach was originally proposed.
Introduction
Ever since the pioneering work of Merton (1969 Merton ( , 1971 , Samuelson (1969) and Hakansson (1970) , considerable progress has been made in solving dynamic portfolio optimization problems. These problems are ubiquitous: individual agents, pension and mutual funds, insurance companies, endowments and other entities all face the fundamental problem of dynamically allocating their resources across different securities in order to achieve a particular goal. These problems are often very complex owing to their dynamic nature and high dimensionality, the complexity of real-world constraints, and parameter uncertainty. Using optimal control techniques, these researchers and others 1 solve for the optimal dynamic trading strategy under various price dynamics in frictionless markets.
Optimal control techniques dominated until martingale techniques were introduced by Cox and Huang (1989) and Karatzas, Lehoczky and Shreve (1987) . Under complete market assumptions, they showed how the portfolio choice problem could be decomposed into two subproblems. The first subproblem solved for the optimal terminal wealth, a problem which could be formulated as a static optimization problem given the complete markets assumption. The second subproblem then solved for the trading strategy that replicated the optimal terminal wealth. This new approach succeeded in expanding the class of dynamic problems that could be solved.
Dual methods were then used by a number of authors (Xu 1990 , Shreve and Xu 1992a and 1992b , Cvitanic and Karatzas 1992 , Karatzas et al 1991 , He and Pearson 1991a , 1991b to extend the martingale approach to problems where markets are incomplete and agents face portfolio constraints. Duality methods have since been very popular 2 for tackling other classes of portfolio optimization problems. These include, for example, problems with transaction costs and models where trading impacts security prices.
Applying some of these dual methods, Haugh, Kogan and Wang 3 (2006) showed how suboptimal dynamic portfolio strategies could be evaluated by using them to compute lower and upper bounds on the expected utility of the true optimal dynamic trading strategy. In general, the better the suboptimal solution, the narrower the gap between the lower and upper bounds, and the more information you therefore have regarding how far the sub-optimal strategy is from optimality. These techniques apply directly to multidimensional diffusion processes with incomplete markets and portfolio constraints such as no-short selling or no borrowing constraints.
The first goal of this paper is to use the dual-based portfolio evaluation technique of HKW to study the performance of the static, myopic and generalized buy-and-hold (GBH) trading strategies. A static strategy is a constant 4 proportion trading strategy where the agent invests the same constant proportion of his wealth in each of the risky assets at all times. A myopic strategy is a generalization of the static strategy whereby at each time t the agent solves the dynamic portfolio optimization problem assuming the instantaneous moments of assets returns will remain fixed at their current values for the remainder of the investment horizon. The static and myopic strategies are well known in the literature and further details and references will be provided in Section 3.
We define the GBH strategies to be the class of strategies where the terminal wealth is a function of only the terminal security prices. In contrast, the terminal wealth of a static buy-and-hold strategy 1 See, for example, Kim and Omberg (1996) , Liu (2008) , Merton (1990) and the many references cited therein. 2 See Rogers (2003a) for a survey of some of the more recent advances. 3 Hereafter referred to as HKW. 4 One of the principal results of the early literature (Merton 1969 , 1971 and Samuelson 1969 is that a static trading strategy is optimal when the optimizing agent has constant relative risk aversion and security returns are independent and identically distributed.
is always an affine function of terminal security prices. Haugh and Lo (2001) originally introduced these strategies in the context of static buy-and-hold portfolios that could invest at time t = 0 in a single risky stock, a cash account and European options 5 on the stock. Because the payoffs of European options only depend on the terminal stock price, the expected utility of the optimal GBH strategy provided an upper bound on the expected utility of any static buy-and-hold strategy.
While the optimal GBH and static strategies will in general be inferior 6 to the optimal dynamic trading strategy, they are interesting in their own right as they are both intuitive and straightforward to implement in practice. For the price dynamics under consideration in this paper we will show that the optimal GBH strategy always outperforms the optimal static strategy. We use the myopic strategy and the dual approach of HKW to compute tight bounds on the expected utility of the optimal dynamic trading strategy. We can then use these bounds to determine just how well the static and GBH strategies perform.
We find that when markets are incomplete and there are no portfolio constraints, the dynamic unconstrained optimal strategy often significantly outperforms the optimal GBH strategy. Once portfolio constraints are imposed, however, the GBH portfolio can often have a much higher expected utility than the optimal dynamic portfolio. In order to draw this conclusion it will be necessary to assume the existence of some non-constrained agents in the market-place who can "sell" the GBH terminal wealth to constrained investors. While it is true that under this assumption there is nothing to stop these agents selling more general path-dependent portfolios to the constrained agents, we believe the simplicity of the GBH portfolios are more realistic and merit further study.
The second goal of this paper is to evaluate in further detail the dual-based approach of HKW and show that it is even more tractable than originally considered. We use a simple application of Ito's Lemma to derive a closed form solution for the optimal wealth and expected utility of this wealth when a static trading strategy is employed. Though this closed form solution is particularly simple to derive, we have not seen it presented elsewhere and it has a number of applications. For example, it allows us to conclude that the optimal GBH strategy is always superior to the optimal static strategy. We can also use it to compute the precise and more theoretically satisfying upper bound that was originally proposed by HKW. Because the static strategy's value function was unknown to HKW, they were forced to construct an alternative less satisfying upper bound.
The closed-form solution also allows to define and compute an alternative optimal static trading strategy. This latter strategy corresponds to an agent who knows the true price dynamics but is restricted, for one reason or another, to employing a static trading strategy. This is in contrast to the usual definition of the optimal static strategy where the agent chooses a static strategy because he assumes that the investment opportunity set is not time-varying. Other applications of the closed-form solution that pertain to myopic strategies and minimizing dual-based upper bounds will be discussed in Section 5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the portfolio optimization problem while Section 3 describes the three portfolio strategies. Section 4 reviews the portfolio duality theory and the dual approach for bounding the optimal expected utility for a given dynamic portfolio optimization problem. In Section 5 we derive the terminal wealth and value function for any static strategy under our assumed price dynamics. Section 6 contains numerical results and we conclude in Section 7. Most of the technical details are deferred to the appendices.
Problem Formulation
In this section we formulate the dynamic portfolio optimization problem. We will follow the formulation of HKW.
The Investment Opportunity Set and Security Price Dynamics
We assume there are N risky assets and a single risk-free asset available in the economy. The time t vector of risky asset prices is denoted by P t = (P
) and the instantaneously risk-free rate of return is denoted by r, a constant 7 . Security price dynamics are driven by the M -dimensional vector of state variables X t so that
(1) ..., B N t ) is a vector of N independent Brownian motions, µ P and µ X are N and M dimensional drift vectors, and Σ P and Σ X are constant diffusion matrices of dimensions N by N and M by N , respectively. We assume that the diffusion matrix, Σ P , of the asset return process is lower-triangular and non-degenerate so that x T Σ P Σ T P x ≥ x 2 for all x and some > 0. Then we can define a process, η t , as
In a market without portfolio constraints, η t corresponds to the market-price-of-risk process (e.g. Duffie 1996) . We make the standard assumption that the process η t is square integrable so that 8
Note that return predictability 9 in the price processes in (1) is induced only through the drift vector, µ P (X t ), and not the volatility, Σ P . In this case it is well known 10 that in the absence of trading constraints, European option prices can be uniquely determined despite the fact that the market is incomplete. It is for precisely the same reason that any random variable, Z T , can be attained as the terminal wealth of some dynamic trading strategy if Z T is a function of only the terminal security prices. It is this fact that will allow us to use the straightforward martingale technique to identify the optimal GBH strategy which we will define formally in Section 3.3.
Portfolio Constraints
A portfolio consists of positions in the N risky assets and the risk-free cash account. We denote the proportional holdings of the risky assets in the total portfolio value by θ t = (θ 1t .....θ N t ). The 7 The remark immediately following Corollary 1 in Section 5 outlines how we can easily handle stochastic interest rates.
8 Throughout the paper we will use Et[·] to denote an expectation conditional on time t information. 9 We say there is return predictability when the moments of the instantaneous returns depend on some observable state process, X t . 10 Step 1 in Appendix B explains why this is true.
proportion in the risk-free asset is then given by (1 − θ T t 1) where 1 is the unit vector of length N . To rule out arbitrage, we require the portfolio strategy to satisfy a square integrability condition, namely that T 0 θ t 2 dt < ∞ almost surely. The value of the portfolio, W t , then has the following dynamics
We assume that the proportional holdings in the portfolio are restricted to lie in a closed convex set, K, that contains the zero vector. In particular, we assume that
If short sales are not allowed, for example, then the constraint set takes the form
If, in addition, borrowing is not allowed then the constraint set takes the form
Market Incompleteness
In our setup market incompleteness occurs for two reasons: (i) In the absence of portfolio constraints it occurs when the number of traded securities is too small to span the sources of uncertainty. This is the typical example of market incompleteness and it occurs in our model when N < M . (ii) Even when N ≥ M , it can occur when portfolio constraints are imposed resulting in the inability to replicate certain payoffs. In fact it is worth emphasizing that the first case can be viewed as a subset of the second case. In particular, when N < M we can imagine adding M − N assets to the economy so that the market becomes complete in the sense of (i). However, we can then insist that the holdings in these new M − N assets must be zero, resulting in the incompleteness of (ii).
In the numerical results of Section 6, we will use the term "Incomplete markets" to refer to case (i). Otherwise, we will refer to the "No Short Sales" or "No Short Sales and No Borrowing" cases even though the markets in these cases will be incomplete for both reasons (i) and (ii).
Investor Preferences
We assume that the portfolio policy is chosen to maximize the expected utility, E 0 [U (W T )], of wealth at the terminal date T . The function U (W ) is assumed to be strictly monotone with positive slope, concave and smooth. It is assumed to satisfy the Inada conditions at zero and infinity so that lim W →0 U (W ) = ∞ and lim W →∞ U (W ) = 0. In our numerical results, we assume the investor's preferences to be of the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) type so that
The investor's dynamic portfolio optimization problem is to solve for the value function, V 0 , at t = 0 where
subject to constraints (1), (2) and (3). We will not 11 solve (7) but instead focus on the three strategies of Section 3. This is because these strategies can be calculated in many high-dimensional problems when it is not possible to obtain the true optimal solution to (7).
Trading Strategies
In this section we define three strategies that, in general, are suboptimal solutions to (7). They are: (i) the static trading strategy (ii) the myopic trading strategy and (iii) the generalized buy-and-hold or GBH strategy. We will use the static and GBH strategies to demonstrate how most of the work that is required for calculating upper bounds on the optimal value function can often be done analytically. We will also study the performance of these strategies as they are of interest in their own right. The static and GBH strategies are of particular interest as they are intuitive and easy to implement in practice. Though the myopic strategy is not so easy to implement in practice, it is often very close to optimal. As a result it can often serve as a proxy for the optimal strategy when the latter is not available to us. The dual approach is useful in implementing this program as it enables us to bound how far from optimality these strategies are.
The Static Trading Strategy
A static strategy is a constant proportion trading strategy where the portfolio weights in the risky assets do not vary with time or changes in state variables. Despite its name, however, it is a dynamic strategy as the portfolio needs to be continuously re-balanced. The optimal static strategy ignores the predictability of stock returns and is defined using the unconditional average returns, µ 0 , instead of the time varying conditional expected returns on the stocks. The optimal static strategy may then be found as the solution to
In particular, under the optimal static trading strategy the agent re-balances his portfolio at each time t so that he always maintains a constant (vector) proportion, θ static , of his time wealth invested in the risky assets. It is well known 12 that this static strategy is an optimal policy in a dynamic model with a constant investment opportunity set and cone 13 constraints on portfolio positions. In Section 5 we will prove a simple proposition showing that, under the price dynamics in (1), the terminal wealth resulting from any static trading strategy is a function of only the terminal security prices.
Remark: We should emphasize that the static strategy is only optimal from the perspective of an agent who believes that the instantaneous average return, µ t , is constant for all t and equal to µ 0 . In particular, an agent who knows the the true price dynamics could choose a superior static strategy. See Proposition 1 in Section 5 for further details.
The Myopic Trading Strategy
The myopic strategy is defined similarly to the static policy except that at every time, t, the instantaneous moments of asset returns are assumed to be fixed at their current values for the remainder of the investment horizon. In particular, at each time t the agent invests a (vector) proportion, θ myopic t , of his time t wealth in the risky assets where θ
12 See Merton (1969 Merton ( ,1971 or more recently, Section 6.6 of Karatzas and Shreve (1998) . 13 A portfolio is cone constrained if the portfolio weights must lie in a non-empty closed convex cone.
The myopic policy in (9) ignores the hedging component 14 of the optimal trading strategy. In particular, at each time t the agent observes the instantaneous moments of asset returns, µ T P (X t ) and Σ P , and, assuming that these moments are fixed from time t onwards, he solves for the optimal static trading strategy. As was the case with the static strategy, the optimization problem in (9) is obtained immediately from the HJB equation that the myopic investor formulates at each time t. Because we do not have a closed-form expression for the terminal wealth resulting from the myopic strategy, we estimate its expected utility by simulating the stochastic differential equations for X t , P t and W t , and solving (9) at each point on each simulated path.
The myopic strategy is popular 15 in the financial literature for several reasons. For example, it is expected that the the myopic policy will be very close to optimal when the hedging component of the optimal trading strategy is not significant. This will often be true of the model parameters we use for the numerical experiments of Section 6. The myopic strategy can also be used to estimate the magnitude of this hedging component. Moreover it is clear from (8) and (9) that it is as easy to solve for the myopic policy as it is for the static policy.
The Generalized Buy and Hold (GBH) Trading Strategy
As stated earlier, a GBH strategy is any strategy resulting in a terminal wealth that is a function of only the terminal security prices. When the optimizing agent does not face any trading constraints, the optimal GBH strategy may be found by solving
subject to the σ(P T ) − measurability of W T where σ(P T ) is defined to be the σ-algebra generated by the vector of terminal security prices, P T . Moreover, under the price dynamics in (1) standard martingale methods may be used to identify the trading strategy that replicates the solution to (10), W gbh T . When the agent does face trading constraints, the optimal GBH strategy is in general no longer attainable from a dynamic trading strategy. In this case we rely on the implicit assumption 16 that there are other unconstrained agents in the marketplace who can replicate and therefore uniquely price any GBH strategy. The constrained agent is then assumed to 'purchase' his optimal GBH terminal wealth from one of these unconstrained agents. We then compare the expected utility of the agent's optimal GBH terminal wealth to the optimal wealth that could be attained from 14 In fact the hedging component of the optimal trading strategy at any point in time is often defined to be the difference between the optimal strategy and the myopic strategy. The myopic strategy therefore ignores the hedging component by definition. The reasoning behind this definition is that the myopic strategy captures that component of the optimal strategy that is explained by the current investment opportunity set. Any deviation from that component is due to inter-temporal hedging of changes in this investment opportunity set. See Merton (1990) .
15 See, for example, Kroner and Sultan (1993) , Lioui and Poncet (2000) , Brooks, Henry and Persand (2002) and Basak and Chabakauri (2008) 16 A similar assumption is often used to justify complete-market models and the Black-Scholes model, in particular, for pricing options. For example, a common criticism of these models states that if markets are complete then we shouldn't need derivative securities in the first place. The response to this is that the market is complete only for a small subset of agents whose presence allows us to uniquely price derivatives. For the majority of investors, the presence of trading frictions and constraints implies that derivative securities do add to the investment opportunity set.
a constrained dynamic trading strategy. We will see in Section 6 that the GBH strategy often significantly outperforms the optimal constrained dynamic trading strategy.
One possible criticism of this analysis is to ask why the constrained agent should restrict himself to purchasing a GBH terminal wealth from an unconstrained agent. Instead, acting as though he was unconstrained, the agent could compute his optimal terminal wealth and then 'purchase' this wealth from one of the unconstrained agents who can actually replicate it. While this criticism has some merit, we believe that the GBH strategies are simple to understand and, as a straightforward generalization of the well known buy-and-hold strategy, deserve attention in their own right. Moreover, we believe that many investors care more about the final level of security prices, rather than the path of security prices, when they are evaluating their investment performance. They are aware that they generally do not possess market-timing skills but, at the same time, they do not wish to 'miss the boat' on a sustained bull market, for example. Clearly, access to generalized buy-and-hold strategies would be of particular interest to such investors.
Solving for the Optimal GBH Trading Strategy
We now outline the steps required for computing and assessing the performance of the optimal GBH strategy. Further details are provided in Appendix B where we specialize to the price dynamics assumed in Section 6.
Solving the SDE:
We first solve the stochastic differential equation (SDE) for the price processes, P t , and state variable, X t , under both the real world probability measure, P , and any risk neutral probability measure, Q. Recall that since markets are incomplete, a unique risk-neutral measure does not exist.
Compute the Conditional State Price Density:
We compute the state price density, π b T , conditional on the terminal security prices. In particular, we solve for
It is worth mentioning that while there are infinitely many state price-density processes, π t , we can use any such process on the right-hand-side of (11) and obtain the same 17 conditional state price density, π b T . Note that π b T can be interpreted as the date t = 0 price of having $1 at time T in any state for which P T = b.
Compute Optimal GBH Wealth:
We then use the static martingale approach to solve for the optimal GBH strategy. In particular we solve
Note that because of our use of the conditional state price density, π b T , in (12), we do not need to explicitly impose the constraint that W T be σ(P t )−measurable. This constraint will be satisfied automatically. , we can compute an upper bound on the optimal value function, V 0 , for the problem in (7). This step is done using the duality-based algorithm described in Section 4. Note that V gbh 0 constitutes a lower bound on the optimal value function. If the lower and upper bounds are close to one another, then we can conclude that the optimal GBH strategy is indeed close to the true optimal solution. When the GBH investor faces trading constraints we will compare V gbh 0 to the optimal value function, V 0 , that results from dynamic trading with constraints.
Review of Duality Theory and Construction of Upper Bounds
In this section we review the duality approach of HKW for analyzing the quality of a suboptimal strategy. This is done by using the suboptimal strategy to construct a lower and upper bound on the true value function. If the difference between the two bounds is large, i.e. the duality gap is wide, then it suggests that the suboptimal policy is not close to the optimal solution. If the duality gap is narrow, then (i) we know that the suboptimal strategy is close to optimal and (ii) we know approximately the optimal value function.
Starting with the portfolio optimization problem of Section 2, we can define a fictitious problem (P (ν) ), based on a different financial market and without the portfolio constraints. First we define the support function of K, δ(·) :
The effective domain of the support function is denoted by K := {ν ∈ K : δ(ν) < ∞}. Because the constraint set K is convex and contains zero, the support function is continuous and bounded from below on its effective domain K. Letting {F t } denote the standard Brownian filtration, we then define the set D of (F t )-adapted R N valued processes to be
For each process ν in D, we define a fictitious market M (ν) . In this market, one can trade the N stocks and the risk-free cash account. The diffusion matrix of stock returns in M (ν) is the same as in the original market. However, the risk-free rate and the vector of expected stock returns are different. In particular, the risk-free rate process and the market price of risk in the fictitious market are defined respectively by
where δ(ν) is the support function defined in (13). We assume that η (ν) t is square-integrable. Following Cox and Huang (1989) , the state-price density process π (ν) t in the fictitious market is given by
and the vector of expected returns is given by
The dynamic portfolio choice problem in the fictitious market without position constraints can be equivalently formulated in a static form 18 :
Due to its static nature, the problem (P (ν) ) is easy to solve. For example, when the utility function is of the CRRA type with relative risk aversion γ so that U (W ) = W 1−γ /(1−γ), the corresponding value function in the fictitious market is given explicitly by
It is easy to see that for any admissible choice of ν ∈ D, the value function in (17) gives an upper bound for the optimal value function of the original problem. In the fictitious market, the wealth dynamics of the portfolio are given by
The last expression is non-negative according to (13) since
Under fairly general assumptions, it can be shown that there exists a process, ν * , such that (19) holds with equality. While one can pick any fictitious market from the admissible set D to compute an upper bound, HKW showed how a given suboptimal strategy, θ t , may be used to select a particular ν t ∈ D. If the suboptimal strategy is in fact optimal, then the lower bound associated with the suboptimal strategy will equal the associated upper bound, thereby demonstrating its optimality. We will now describe how ν t ∈ D can be chosen.
In order to construct the fictitious market as defined by ν t , we first use the optimal solution to the dual problem to establish the link between the optimal policy θ * and value function V (ν * ) , and the corresponding fictitious asset price processes, as defined by ν * . According to the dynamic programming principle, at any time t
The first-order optimality conditions then imply
where λ t is the Lagrange multiplier on the time t budget constraint. On the other hand, the envelope condition implies 19 the partial derivative of the value function with respect to the portfolio value satisfies ∂V t /∂W t = λ t . We therefore see that π
The above equality implies that
so that in particular, the stochastic part of d ln π (ν * ) t equals the stochastic part of d ln ∂V t /∂W t . If V t is smooth, Ito's lemma, and equations (16) and (2) imply that
where θ * t denotes the optimal portfolio policy for the original problem. Given an approximation to the optimal portfolio policy, θ t , one can compute the corresponding approximation to the value function, V t , defined as the conditional expectation of the utility of terminal wealth, under the portfolio policy θ t . If analytic expressions are not available for θ t and V t then approximations to the portfolio policy and value function can be obtained using a variety of methods (e.g., Brandt et al 2005, Haugh and Jain 2007) . In this paper, we will calculate θ t for the static, myopic and GBH strategies, and use each one in turn to construct an upper bound on the unknown true value function, V 0 . Assuming that the approximate value function V t is sufficiently smooth, we can replace V t and θ * t in (21) with V t and θ t and obtain
where ∂ W denotes the partial derivative with respect to W , and ∂ W X and ∂ W W are corresponding second partial derivatives. We then define ν t as a solution to (15b) where η (ν) t replaced by η t .
In the special but important case of a CRRA utility function the expression for η t simplifies. In the case of a CRRA utility function, for a given trading strategy, θ t , the corresponding value function is of the form
Hence, the candidate market-price-of-risk in the dual problem simplifies to
where γ is the relative risk aversion coefficient of the utility function. One therefore only needs to compute the first derivative of the value function with respect to the state variables, X t , to evaluate the second term in (23). This simplifies the numerical implementation if the value function and its derivatives need to be calculated numerically, since it is easier to estimate first-order partial derivatives than second-order partial derivatives. In the case of the static trading strategy, the analytic expression of Proposition 1 will enable us to compute an analytic expression for the partial derivatives. For the GBH trading strategy we can also compute the value function and its derivatives analytically. These calculations are given in Appendix B. But for more general strategies such as the myopic strategy and others, we generally don't have an analytical solution for the value function and its derivatives available to us.
Obviously η t is a candidate for the market price of risk in the fictitious market. However, there is no guarantee that η t and the corresponding process ν t belong to the feasible set D defined by (14). In fact, for many important classes of problems the support function δ(ν t ) may be infinite for some values of its argument. We therefore look for a price-of-risk process η t ∈ D that is "close" to η t by formulating a simple quadratic optimization problem with linear constraints. Depending on the portfolio constraints, this problem may be solved analytically. Otherwise, we solve it numerically at each discretization point on each simulated path of the underlying SDE's. The lower bound is then computed by simulating the given portfolio strategy. The same simulated paths of the SDE's are then used to estimate the upper bound given by (17). At each discretization point on each simulated path we solve a quadratic optimization problem to find the appropriate η t ∈ D. See HKW for further details.
It is worth mentioning that when HKW were computing the upper bounds corresponding to the static and myopic strategies, they only used the first term in the right-hand-side of (23) as an expression for the second term was unavailable. While the resulting bounds were still valid upper bounds, they were not the precise bounds as prescribed by their algorithm. In this paper, Proposition 1 in Section 5 allows us to use both terms 20 on the right-hand-side of (23) to derive the upper bound corresponding to the static strategy. We can also calculate both terms on the right-hand-side of (23) for the GBH strategy.
An Explicit Solution for the Static Strategy
We have the following proposition which solves for the terminal wealth corresponding to any static trading strategy. 
Proof: See Appendix A.
While straightforward to derive and perhaps not particularly surprising, we have not seen the statement of Proposition (1) elsewhere. Moreover, it has a number of applications. First, the static strategy is typically used as a base case when researchers study the value of predictability in 20 As in HKW, we continue to omit the second term in (23) when computing the upper bound corresponding to the myopic strategy. Haugh and Jain (2007) , however, show how cross-path regressions and path-wise estimators can be used to efficiently estimate this second term. Moreover their numerical results show that the duality gap for the myopic strategy can be reduced by approximately 50% when this second term is included. When we ignore the second term (as we do in this paper for the myopic strategy) we can still often conclude that the myopic strategy is very close to optimal. This follows when the lower and upper bounds are very close to each other. security prices. Since predictability is often induced via the drift term as in (1), the expression in (24) applies. This means that the expected utility of the static strategy can often be determined in closed form when the distribution of P T is also known. For example, if log(P t ) is a (vector) Gaussian process, then W T is log-normally distributed and
can be computed analytically. This is obviously much more efficient than computing V static t numerically by simulating the underlying stochastic differential equations for X t , P t and W t . This latter simulation approach was used by HKW when using the static strategy to compute lower and upper bounds on the expected utility, V 0 , of the true optimal dynamic trading strategy. Moreover, because the analytic expression for V static t in (24) was unavailable, HKW were unable to compute the more theoretically satisfying upper bound on V 0 that uses both terms on the right-hand-side of (23). Using (24), it is straightforward to compute these two terms and then use Monte-Carlo to determine the corresponding upper bound. This is the second application of Proposition 1.
Third, the ability to compute V static t analytically also implies that the true optimal static strategy, θ static opt , can be found by directly maximizing V static t over θ instead of solving (8). This would be the strategy chosen by an investor who knows the true price dynamics in the market but who is restricted, for one reason or another, to choosing a static strategy. In Section 6 we will briefly compare the performance of θ static opt with the static strategy, θ static , defined in (8). We will see that θ static opt can often significantly outperform 21 θ static . That said, we will use θ static as our "optimal" static strategy with which we will compare the GBH and myopic strategies. We do this for two reasons: (i) in order to be consistent with HKW and the usual definition of the optimal static strategy and (ii) because we will not have the analytic solution of Proposition (1) available to us for more general price processes. In such circumstances we would have to use θ static anyway. It's also worth mentioning that Proposition (1) would allow us to define an alternative version of the myopic strategy where at each time t we maximize (25) assuming the instantaneous moments of asset returns are held fixed from time t onwards. Again for reasons of consistency, however, the numerical results of Section 6 were derived using the myopic policy as defined in Section 3.2.
Finally, because the terminal wealth of the optimal static strategy depends only on the terminal security prices, we also have the following corollary.
Corollary 1 Assuming the price dynamics in (1), a utility-maximizing agent will always prefer the optimal GBH strategy to any static strategy.
Remark: We have assumed a constant risk-free rate in (24) but we could easily relax this assumption by assuming, for example, a Gaussian process for r t . If log(P t ) was also Gaussian we would again obtain that W T was log-normally distributed and the value function could again be computed analytically. The GBH strategy and value function could also be calculated analytically but Corollary 1 would no longer hold.
Minimizing the Upper Bound
It is also possible to solve for the static strategy that minimizes the upper bound. This can be done by using (23) and, once again, Proposition 1. This is of interest because (i) it helps demonstrate 21 In some cases the improvement in the continuously compounded certainty equivalent return can be as large 1.2% per annum. In other cases, the improvement is negligible. the general tractability of the dual approach in many circumstances and (ii) it is of interest to see whether strategies that optimize (over some class of sub-optimal strategies) the lower and upper bounds coincide. In Appendix C we do this for the particular set of dynamics assumed in Section 6. We find in the case of incomplete markets that there are infinitely many static strategies that minimize the upper bound, none of which coincide with the static strategy of (8).
Numerical Results
We use the same 22 model specification as that of HKW who in turn specify their model as a continuous time version of the market model in Lynch (2001) . In particular, our model dynamics are as specified in (1), but now we assume that there are three risky securities and one state variable so that N = 4 and M = 1. We assume the drift of the asset returns, µ(X t ), is an affine function of the single state variable, X t , which follows a mean reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Hence, it is an incomplete market model even in the absence of portfolio constraints. The asset return dynamics satisfy
The second equation specifies the dynamics of the three traded risky securities. The diffusion matrix Σ X is of size 1 by 4 and coincides with last row of matrix Σ P . The vectors µ 0 and µ 1 define the drift vector for the risky securities. The third equation specifies the dynamics of the state variable, X t , whose initial value is set to zero in all of the numerical examples. Recall that in Section 2, we assumed the number of risky securities, N , was equal to the number of Brownian motions. We maintain consistency with this by simply regarding X t as the price process of an additional risky security in which we are always constrained to keep a zero 23 position.
Lynch considered two choices for the state variable: (i) the dividend yield and (ii) the term spread. The dividend yield captures the rate at which dividends are paid out as a fraction of the total stock market value. The term spread is the difference in yields between twenty year and one month Treasury securities. Both of these predictive variables are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Lynch also considered two sets of risky assets: (i) portfolios obtained by sorting stocks on their size and (ii) portfolios obtained by sorting stocks on their book-to-market ratio. The two choices of risky assets and the two choices of the predictive variable result in four sets of calibrated parameter values. These are reported in Table 1 . We set the risk-free rate, r, equal to 0.01 throughout.
As mentioned earlier, we assume that the utility function is of the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) type so that U (W ) = W (1−γ) /(1 − γ). We consider three values for the relative risk aversion parameter γ = 1.5, 3, and 5. We consider two values for the time horizon: T = 5 and T = 10 years. When simulating the SDE's we use 100 discretization points per year.
22 By using the same model specification, we can also compare the performance of the static upper bound that we compute using both terms from the right-hand-side of (23) with the upper bound computed in HKW that only used the first term. 23 This is a standard way of embedding the incomplete markets problem into the more general portfolio constraints problem. See the discussion of market incompleteness in Section 2.
We consider three types of market constraints: (i) the base case where the agent does not face any trading constraints (ii) the agent faces no-short-sales and no-borrowing constraints and (iii) the agent faces no-short-sales constraints. In the first case we evaluate the static, myopic and GBH strategies by computing their value functions. While the value functions for the static and GBH strategies can be computed analytically, the value function of the myopic strategy as well as all of the upper bounds had to be computed by numerically by simulating the SDE's. For reasons of consistency, we therefore estimated all of the bounds by simulating the SDE's. Since these trading strategies are feasible dynamic trading strategies, their value functions constitute valid lower bounds on the value function of the optimal dynamic trading strategy. We also report the value of this optimal value function in the base case as it can be computed explicitly using the results of Kim and Omberg (1996) .
Though the optimal value function is available, we also use the three sub-optimal strategies to compute upper bounds on this optimal value function. There are two reasons for doing this. First, ours is the first study that can compute the exact 24 upper bounds prescribed by the algorithm of HKW and it would be interesting to see how they vary with the quality of the lower bounds. Moreover, in the case of the static strategy, it is of interest to see how the upper bound here compares with the upper bound reported in HKW. Second, when dynamic constraints are imposed the optimal value function is no longer available and so it is necessary to compute upper bounds in order to determine how far the sub-optimal strategies are from optimality. Since we therefore need to report upper bounds when trading constraints are imposed, for the sake of consistency we will also report upper bounds even when there are no trading constraints. For each of the three suboptimal strategies, their associated upper bounds are computed by simulating the underlying SDE's. At each discretization point on each simulated path, we solve a simple quadratic optimization 25 problem in order to solve for the market-price-of-risk process in the associated fictional market. See Section 4 and HKW for further details.
When trading constraints are imposed, we again use the static and myopic strategies to compute lower and upper bounds on the true optimal value function. There is nothing new here 26 over and beyond what is already presented in HKW. However, the principal goal of this section is to compare the optimal GBH strategy with the static and myopic strategies. Recall that when trading constraints are imposed we assume that the agent can purchase the optimal GBH wealth from an unconstrained agent in the market place. We therefore display 27 the results for the optimal GBH strategy alongside the lower and upper bounds for the constrained static and myopic strategies.
In all of our results, we report the expected utility as the continuously compounded certainty equivalent return, R. The value of R corresponding to a value function, V 0 , is defined by U (W 0 e RT ) = V 0 . Finally, we mention again that the static strategy we consider is θ static as defined by equation (8). In Section 6.4 we will briefly compare the performance of θ static with the true optimal static strategy, θ static opt , as defined in Section 5.
24 This is only the case for the static and GBH strategies, but see Haugh and Jain (2007) for the myopic strategy. 25 Only the sub-problem corresponding to no-short-sales needs to be solved numerically. The subproblems corresponding to (i) no constraints and (ii) no-borrowing and no short-sales constraints can both be solved analytically.
26 Except for how we computed the upper bound associated with the static strategy as mentioned earlier.
27 While the GBH strategy could be used to compute a valid upper bound for the value function of optimal constrained dynamic strategy, we do not bother to do so as the upper bound would not correspond to any feasible sub-optimal strategy.
Incomplete Markets
We first consider the case of incomplete markets where there are no trading constraints. Tables  2 and 3 report the estimates of the expected utility under the static, myopic and GBH portfolio strategies as well as their corresponding upper bounds on the optimal dynamic trading strategy. As demonstrated by HKW, the myopic strategy outperforms the static strategy in that the former has a higher lower bound. Perhaps surprisingly, however, we see that the upper bound generated by the static strategy is now superior, i.e. lower, than the upper bound generated by the myopic strategy. This occurs because the static upper bound is generated using both terms in the right-hand side of (23) whereas the myopic upper bound used only the first term. In fact, HKW showed that in the case of incomplete markets, the static and myopic upper bounds will coincide when they are both generated using only the first term of (23) so it is not surprising that the static upper bound is superior when calculated using both terms. Haugh and Jain (2007) , however, show that the myopic upper bound does marginally better than the static bound when the second term is estimated and included using Monte-Carlo techniques.
Confirming the results of Corollary 1, we see that the GBH strategy always outperforms the optimal static strategy, significantly so in the cases of parameter sets 1 and 3. It is no surprise that the optimal myopic strategy generally outperform the optimal GBH strategy as the former strategy can take explicit advantage of the variability in the state variable, X t . However, it is quite surprising that in the case of the third parameter set, we see that the GBH strategy outperforms the myopic strategy when T = 10 and γ = 3 or γ = 5. The upper bound computed from the GBH strategy is generally comparable to the upper bound generated from the myopic strategy despite the fact that the myopic strategy is usually significantly better than the GBH strategy. This is probably a reflection of our failure to include the second term on the right-hand size of (23) when estimating the myopic upper bound. Table 4 reports the results for when short sales and borrowing are prohibited. We see that the performance of the static and myopic strategies often deteriorates considerably. This is particularly true for parameter sets 3 and 4 and not surprisingly, is more pronounced for lower values of risk aversion. Of particular interest is how the GBH strategy performs in relation to the myopic strategy. We see in the cases of parameter sets 1 and 2 that the myopic strategy still outperforms the GBH strategy, though not by a significant amount. In the case of parameter sets 3 and 4, however, the GBH portfolio significantly outperforms the myopic strategy. The out-performance is on the order of four or five percentage points per annum in the case of γ = 1.5, and one to two percentage points otherwise. This is significant and it is clear that constrained investors would easily prefer to purchase the optimal GBH strategy rather than implementing a dynamic constrained strategy. Note that in Table 4 we do not display an upper bound generated by the GBH strategy. While it is straightforward to construct such an upper bound, we emphasize again that there does not exist a self-financing trading strategy that generates the GBH terminal wealth when trading constraints are imposed. Table 5 reports the results when only a no short-sales constraint is imposed. For this problem, the quadratic optimization problem that we must solve at each discretization point on each simulated path needs to be solved numerically. This is in contrast 28 to the earlier two cases where the quadratic optimization problem had an analytic solution. Due to the increased computational burden when solving for the upper bound, we only consider T = 5 in this case.
No Short-Sales and No Borrowing Constraints

No Short-Sales Constraints
We draw the same conclusions as we did for the case where no short-sales and no borrowing constraints were imposed. The myopic strategy still outperforms the GBH strategy using parameter sets 1 and 2 but the GBH strategy outperforms under parameter sets 3 and 4. The extent of the GBH strategy's out-performance (one or two percentage points per annum) is not as great since the myopic strategy is now less constrained. However, investors who are free to borrow but are still constrained by the inability to short-sell would still clearly prefer to purchase the GBH portfolio when parameter sets 3 or 4 prevail.
Comparing the "Optimal" Static Strategies
While not the focus of this paper, it is interesting to note the difference in performance between θ static and θ static opt , as defined in Sections 3.2 and 5, respectively. Recall that θ static is the optimal strategy of an investor who assumes that the moments of instantaneous returns are constant through time and equal to their long-term average. Such an investor will select this strategy as his optimal strategy. On the other hand, θ static opt is chosen by the investor who knows the true price dynamics but is forced to select a static trading strategy. It is clear that
The extent to which θ static opt outperforms θ static can be seen in Table 6 where we consider only 29 the incomplete market case. It is interesting to note that in the cases of Parameter sets 2 and 4 there is practically no difference between the two strategies. This is not true of Parameter sets 1 and 3, however, where the difference can range from 12 basis points per annum to 1.2% per annum.
Conclusions and Further Research
For a particular class of security price dynamics, we obtained a closed-form solution for the terminal wealth and expected utility of the classic constant proportion or static trading strategy. We then used this solution to study in further detail the portfolio evaluation approach recently proposed by Haugh, Kogan and Wang (2006) . In particular, we solved for the more theoretically satisfying upper bound on the optimal value function that was originally proposed by HKW. We also used this result to show that the upper bound could be minimized analytically over the class of static trading strategies.
For the same class of security price dynamics, we solved for the optimal GBH strategy and showed that in some circumstances it is comparable, in terms of expected utility, to the optimal dynamic trading strategy. Moreover, when the optimizing agent faces dynamic trading constraints such as no-short sales or no-borrowing constraints, the optimal GBH strategy can often significantly outperform the optimal constrained dynamic trading strategy. This has implications for investors when: (i) a dynamic trading strategy is too costly or difficult to implement in practice and (ii) when the optimal GBH portfolio can be purchased from an unconstrained agent. We also concluded that the optimal GBH strategy is superior to θ static in that it achieves a higher expected utility. 28 We have not discussed the specific details of these quadratic optimization problems in this paper. HKW describes these problems in some detail and how the precise problem depends on the portfolio constraints that are imposed. 29 We could also have reported results for the cases where portfolio constraints are imposed. The out-performance would be less noticeable in these cases.
There are several possible directions for future research. First, it would be interesting to extend the analysis to other security price dynamics. Are there other price processes, for example, where moderately risk averse investors with long time horizons might prefer the GBH strategy to the optimal myopic strategy? We saw this to be the case with Parameter Set 3, even when dynamic trading constraints were not imposed.
Another direction for future research is to continue the study of duality methods for assessing suboptimal portfolio strategies that are easy to implement in practice. For example, instead of trying to solve for a dynamic trading strategy we might instead define a set of parameterized strategies with a view to optimizing over this set. This would involve a static optimization problem and therefore be much easier to solve. Dual methods would then play the role of determining whether the optimal parameterized strategy is far from the global optimum. A related application of the duality method is in determining the value of information. For example, as a generalization of the GBH strategies we could allow any wealth that is a function of the entire paths of the traded securities only. Such a wealth, W gbh path T say, could not depend explicitly on the paths of the predictive processes, X t . The difference between the expected utility of the global optimal strategy and the optimal W gbh path T could then be interpreted as representing the value of observing the evolution of X t . This problem is also related to filtering problems where X t is an unobserved latent variable. Clearly the dual method could be useful in investigating these issues.
Finally, it would be interesting to develop primal-dual style algorithms for finding good sub-optimal policies. Haugh, Kogan and Wu (2006) is a basic attempt in this direction. They use approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methods to construct trading strategies that are then evaluated using the dual-based portfolio evaluation approach. Their algorithm does not constitute a primal-dual algorithm, however, in that the dual formulation is not used to construct the trading strategy. It is worth noting that Brandt et al (2005) were the first to use ADP methods to develop good dynamic trading strategies but their algorithm does not extend easily to problems with portfolio constraints. More recently, Brown, Smith and Sun (2007) generalized the dual approach of Haugh and Kogan (2004) and Rogers (2003a) for solving optimal stopping problems. Their dual approach is based on information relaxations and it can be used to find approximate solutions and bounds to general finite-horizon discrete-time dynamic programs. We believe these methods could be a particularly profitable direction for future research into dynamic portfolio optimization problems.
Parameter set 1
Parameter set 1 
A The Static Strategy and Proof of Proposition 1
Proof of Proposition 1
Using (1) and applying Itô's lemma to ln P T we obtain
The wealth dynamics for a static trading strategy, θ, are given by (2) with θ t replaced by θ. A simple application of Itô's lemma to ln W T then implies
Substituting (A-1) into (A-2) we then obtain
as desired.
Under the price dynamics assumed in Section 6, it is easy to see that under the physical probability measure, P , the terminal security prices, P T , are multivariate log-normally distributed. In
where µ Y and Σ Y are given by equations (B-6) and (B-7), respectively. It therefore follows that W T in (A-3) is also log-normally distributed. As a result, assuming CRRA utility it is straightforward to obtain an analytic expression for the value function corresponding to any static strategy as well as its derivatives. These terms can then be used to obtain an upper bound on the value function for the optimal dynamic trading strategy as described in Section 4 and, in further detail, in HKW.
B The GBH Strategy and Value Function
We now expand the steps outlined in Section 3.4 specializing to the dynamics of Section 6.
Solving the SDE:
The security price dynamics are as specified in (26) so that P t is a 3-dimensional price process and X t is a scalar state variable process. The market-price-of risk process, η t , is a 4-dimensional process satisfying the first three 30 equations of Σ P η t = (µ 0 + X t µ 1 − r 1).
(B-1)
The corresponding Q-Brownian motion satisfies
The first three components of η t are uniquely 31 determined by (B-1) and the fourth component, η
t , is unconstrained. Under any risk neutral measure, Q, defined by (B-1) and (B-2), the security price processes satisfy dP t = P t [rdt + Σ P dB Q t ]. It immediately follows that ln(P T ) ∼ N (µ Q , Σ Q ) under any risk-neutral measure, Q, where
The state variable, X t , is easily seen to satisfy Under the true data generating measure, P , it therefore follows that Y T = ln P T ∼ N (µ Y , Σ Y ) where
In particular, the PDF of P T under P is multivariate log-normal and satisfies where η s is any market price-of-risk process satisfying (B-1). We need to compute the conditional state price density, π b t , where we condition on the terminal security prices. In particular, we wish to solve for the time T conditional state price density
(B-9)
It is worth mentioning that while there are infinitely many SPD processes, π t , corresponding to each solution of (B-1), it is easy to check we can use any such process on the right-hand-side of (B-9) and still obtain the same conditional state price density, π b T . Using (B-8) we can confirm it satisfies 
Computing the Optimal GBH Wealth:
We then use the static martingale approach to solve for the optimal GBH strategy assuming CRRA utility. In particular we solve
Because we use the conditional state price density in (B-10), we do not need to explicitly impose 32 the σ(P T )-measurability of W T as a constraint as this will be automatically satisfied. The problem in (B-10) can be solved using standard static optimization techniques and we obtain -11) 32 Note that the more usual form of the constraint in (B-10) is that E0[πT WT ] = W0 where πT is the time T value of a particular state price density process. If we use this constraint then we need to explicitly impose the σ(P T )-measurability of W T . In that case, however, while there are infinitely many such SPD processes, they all satisfy T WT ] when WT is σ(PT )-measurable. We therefore obtain (B-10) and no longer need to explicitly impose the σ(P T )-measurability of W T .
We call the trading strategy that replicates W gbh T the generalized buy and hold (GBH) trading strategy. We also immediately obtain 
where a := (γ − 1)/(2γ).
Determining the Value Function at all Intermediate Times:
It is straightforward to generalize (B-12), (B-13) and (B-14) to obtain and where µ tY and Σ tY are the mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively, of ln P T under P conditional on F t . In particular ln P T ∼ N (µ tY , Σ tY ) where µ tY and Σ tY are given by (B-6) and (B-7), respectively, but with T , P 0 and X 0 replaced by (T − t), P t and X t , respectively.
Determining the Replicating Trading Strategy:
We now briefly describe how to obtain the replicating strategy for the optimal GBH wealth, W gbh T , given by (B-11). The martingale property of a state-price density process implies -17) 
